What Do You Say when people ask
HOW MUCH????
How much does Monat cost? USD
I'm glad you asked! There are three different ways to get involved and it’s totally
up to you!
The first option is purchasing at full retail price plus shipping - I don’t typically
promote this option just because you can get it for much less, but a system of 2-4
products retails for $99 and shipping starts at $9.99.
The second option is our VIP program. This gets you 15% off, free shipping
through flexship, free presents, access to sales, and the ability to earn free
product by referring people to the program.
Option three is to join me as a Market Partner and enjoy a 30% discount, free
shipping through flexship and the ability to earn an income by recommending the
amazing products to your network.
Which option would you like some more info on?
#boom

Spoiler alert: Most people will pick VIP... so then I say this:
Most Economical way to go is to get you set up VIP (saves you $ from first order
and has 30 day money back guarantee)
VIP is $19.99 for life.
15% off + free shipping and access to sales.
Free gift with every order.
Only requirement = two flex ships after your initial order. The great news is you
have complete control of what you get and when you get it. You can switch
products and push back shipment dates 60 days at a time. So if you got a system
today, you can get the oil next month and replenish your shampoo in 2-3 months.
(Or you can purchase once a year... Totally up to you).
Today would be $19.99 + $84 tax for your system - other two shipments would be
min $84 (and you can get whatever system you want or an oil or take advantage
of mix and match for an additional discount)
And as a VIP you can earn free product by referring people AND additional perks
along the way. It really is a great program. Most of my customers are VIPs. They
get a system with their first order, the oil with their second, back to their system
for their third.

Let me know if you want me to help you get set up. It's super quick for me to do
over the phone (and easy). Or I can give you my link to enroll on line...
#boomagain

There are 3 ways to get involved with Monat: You can SPEND money (Retail Customer), SAVE
money (VIP Customer) or MAKE money (Market Partner).

